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Exceptional sound.
Reliable performance.

Sound quality can truly make a difference in how your message is
received. With more than 50 years of innovation, Sony microphones
have been road-tested and tour-proven in live events, music venues,
and concerts across the globe.

DWX SERIES high-end system
provides a continuous and
stable signal with incredible
sound quality.

Our wireless mic systems deliver two things engineers want most:
exceptional sound quality and reliable performance. Plus technology so
intuitive that even volunteers can use it. So for everything from sermons
to music, maximize freedom of movement and minimize interference,
with stable and secure sound in faith-based communities of every size.

DWZ SERIES provides
powerful sound with flexible
and simple operation.

Visit sony.com/faith to learn more.
UWP-D SERIES uses DSP-Digital
Signal Processing for great sound
quality at an affordable price.
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for the Next 10 Years
By Bruce Borgerson
When making major investments in production gear, most churches look for a replacement cycle of at least 10 years. If you attempt a wholesale upgrade in less time than
that, you’ll likely get raised eyebrows from
the bean counters in finance that will wonder out loud, “Why didn’t you plan ahead?”
Well, planning ahead isn’t easy when it
comes to wireless systems. We’re dealing

with evil forces out there, totally beyond the
control of a humble church tech director.
Okay, maybe that’s a bit of an overstatement. Still, for those of us who had to sacrifice some perfectly good 700 MHz-band
systems just a few years back, it’s starting
to look like déjà vu all over again.
To shed light on the technical and legal
complexities confronting microphone users
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BE D1 TO COME TO TOWN

BE D1 TO BURN IT DOWN

Take your sound to the next level with
evolution wireless D1 – the easiest and most
reliable digital system. Featuring adaptive
high-power transmission, superior live sound
and exceptional ease of use. Experience D1.
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D1

www.sennheiser-D1.com

over the next 10 years, Church Production
assembled an all-star panel of wireless
experts. Their informed advice will help you
steer a course through troubled waters,
as once again the UHF spectrum inhabited
by wireless systems is about to go topsyturvy: the 600 MHz auction is just around
the corner.
And now the questions …

1

Will the wireless frequencies still left
(after the 600 MHz auction) remain
available for at least 10 years? Or
could we lose even more spectrum in the
coming decade?
Brunner: When it comes to spectrum auctions, nothing is certain. However, there
are no plans to auction any more spectrum
in the UHF bands in the coming decade. It
would literally take an act of Congress to
do it, and that is highly unlikely.

Winkler: I don’t see the FCC ever effectively locking out wireless mics, but I do see
the UHF spectrum—outside a few select
chunks—becoming very crowded or sold
off. The best wireless systems will handle
this well, but some lower quality gear may
not work reliably 10 years from now.
On a side note, one panelist observes that
we are partly responsible for the dilemma:
O’Rouke: One of the problems we’re running into is our own industry cannibalizing
itself. Production wireless is becoming more
and more affordable, and if a manufacturer
has a low-cost system with only six or eight
frequencies that work simultaneously, some
churches could get interference from a
nearby school, theatre or other user located
next door or in the same building. If the same
user has several brands of wireless, or even
several of one series from the same manufacturer, these problems can feed on themselves.
With this in mind, I’m not sure we’re ‘safe’ for
the next 10 years.

Sennheiser’s new ew D1 system operates
in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM (Industrial Scientific Medical) frequency
band, along with WiFi.
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In some cases it may be better to expand an existing
analog system for simplicity of use with volunteer operators.

2

If we have frequency-agile analog
UHF systems, should we keep them
and even expand them if we need
more channels? Or should we plan on
upgrading to digital?
Winkler: Digital is clearly emerging, but I
suspect analog will remain viable for the
next decade, as well. But these will have to
be using transmitters with good specs and
receivers with high selectivity.
O’Rouke: While relatively expensive right
now, digital systems are the future of
production wireless. The added frequency
agility is going to be critical as we add more

and more wireless systems.
Brunner: You need to look at it on a caseby-case basis. Good analog systems will
remain viable, and in some cases it may be
better to expand an existing analog system
for simplicity of use with volunteer operators. Otherwise, it would be wise to consider stepping up to digital as these systems
become more affordable.
Ciaudelli: If your analog systems operate
in a legal frequency range, there is no reason to abandon them. Classic analog FM is
a robust transmission technique, has good
fidelity, and latency (signal delay) is not a
factor. All digital systems have some latency,
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but offer varying advantages,
including uncompressed digital transmission or greater
spectral efficiency—for more
available channels—with
some compression.

4

Should we consider the new digital
systems in the 2.4 GHz band? When
are these a good idea, and when are
they not advisable?

Winkler: For fully professional applications, we do not view 2.4 GHz or
If we do go with new
any unlicensed band as a viable
digital microphone
option, unless you are looking
systems, is latency
at special purpose systems
an issue? Or is it really not
with low channel counts.
a factor?
O’Rouke: I am not keen
on the 2.4 GHz systems.
Sony’s UWP-D series
Winkler: In general, no.
Since this is an unliwireless system components are
We’ve made digital and
censed band it is very
small and lightweight, making them suitable for
hybrid systems for more mounting on a wide range of video cameras. The
crowded and susceptible
series’
receiver
has
an
output
level
control,
so
than 10 years with beto interference from other
even if the camcorder or camera does not have
tween 2.5 and 3 ms of lasources. Also, because of
input level control, users can easily adjust to
tency. At first there was upthe short wavelengths, there
optimize recording levels.
roar because people assumed
are limitations on the distance
there would be problems. But after
from transmitter to receiver.
a decade and thousands of systems sold
Brunner: This is a viable, low-cost option
we no longer hear about it. That said, it is
for churches that need only small channel
important to try to keep cumulative delay
counts over a relatively short range.
as low as possible when using in-ear moniHowever, for higher channel counts, you
toring (IEM) systems in conjunction with
do need systems—analog or digital—in
digital microphones and digital consoles.
the UHF band.
Ciaudelli: It can be an issue, so you need to Ciaudelli: There are some good-sounding
be aware of all latencies in your system. Cu- systems operating in this range, and it’s a
mulative latency throughout the audio chain viable option for bands and small churches
should be less than 10 ms. Certain artusing only a few mics. But it is not recomists and engineers are sensitive to latency,
mended for critical live performance apand will complain of slight phasing effects
plications.
when mixing analog and digital microphone
Stoffo: The 2.4 GHz band is not a good
systems simultaneously. A well-configured
place to operate any wireless audio products.
system using professional equipment should It has been banned for use in large events
minimize such issues.
because this spectrum is not coordinated.

3

Cumulative latency throughout the audio chain should be less than 10 ms.
Certain artists and engineers are sensitive to latency, and will complain of slight
phasing effects when mixing analog and digital microphone systems simultaneously.
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It uses a spread spectrum technology with
a ‘scorched earth’ approach that creates
interference on other 2.4 GHz systems.

5

Does our church tech staff need a
far higher level of technical training
in radio frequency (RF) technology
to keep us out of trouble?
Winkler: Yes, and I would advise churches
with congregations of larger than about
500 to have a trained RF expert on staff,
or at the very least a couple [of] solid
volunteers with specific training in RF. For
smaller churches with only a few channels
in use, it’s less of an issue.
Stoffo: Yes. About a third of my time is
now dedicated to training technicians. I
don’t think we’re to the point where every
church needs a full-fledged RF expert,
but somebody needs to be trained in the
basics of the technology.
Ciaudelli: I would recommend that at least
one audio tech from the church attends
an industry seminar on the subject
from Syn-Aud-Con or Sound Academy. These are excellent resources
for intermediate to advanced operators. However, a dedicated

The Lectrosonics digital hybrid systems offer a high
degree of frequency agility to work around potential
interference.

Though expensive, Shure’s Axient system
offers the ultimate in interference
defense by automatically switching
to a backup frequency the
instant any interference
is detected.
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The RF landscape changes with time, so don t assume the frequency coordination that worked last Easter will work again this year.

‘RF only’ technician isn’t needed except for
broadcast events or major tours.

6

Are churches in small towns and
rural areas still likely to have fewer
interference problems in the future?
Or will the new 'super wi-fi' systems and
portable white space devices cause problems everywhere?
Brunner: It’s difficult to predict on this
point. The wide-area wi-fi will be on fixed
frequencies and, when scanning for frequencies, look like a TV station. As for the
consumer white space devices, how quickly
they will be deployed and how widespread
the use is an unknown. Technically, the
licensees have had four years to deploy
these, but we’ve seen very few so far. But
these would be carried by individuals, and
the numbers would be in proportion to the
local population.
Winkler: Big metro areas still have more TV
stations on the air, along with other sources
of RF energy. Rural areas, much less so. That
said, new wireless data services in the 600
MHz band will be a source of interference for
wireless microphones everywhere—though
the background noise will still be far less in
rural areas than in big cities.

7

How do I know what frequencies
are 'safe' in my area—both now and
after the coming spectrum auction?

Stoffo: Be prepared to use all the information resources available. The major manufacturers have web pages with frequency
tables and databases for determining the

best channels. Most newer systems have a
scan function to find available frequencies in
your environment, but still that’s no guarantee. The RF landscape changes with time, so
don’t assume that frequency coordination
that worked for last Easter will work again
this year. This will be particularly true in the
transition period after the auction.
Winkler: In the future, all parts of the
spectrum will be shared, so in a sense there
will be no ‘safe’ frequency bands that have
no potential for interference. That said,
the 490-590 MHz range will likely offer
the most space during the next 10 years,
despite the fact that more TV transmissions
will be crowded into this band.

8

Do you have tips for minimizing the
possibility of interference on our
existing wireless systems, or any
new ones we may purchase?
Ciaudelli: Using external antennas with lowloss antenna cables will enhance performance considerably. Most pro systems have
diversity antennas to prevent dropouts, and
it’s a good rule of thumb to use the same
model of antenna and the same cable length
on both sides of the diversity. This maintains the same gain structure on both sides.
O’Rouke: Use the best antennas and consider
new antenna technologies for special applications. For example, one antenna maker [RF
Venue] makes a floor antenna for a strong,
dome-shaped coverage pattern on stage, which
seems to work well in dense RF environments.
Winkler: Make sure your system is optimized
from top to bottom. Choose good frequencies
and coordinate them mathematically using
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one of several available software packages. Try
to keep receivers close to transmitters. If you
can’t, use remote antennas, but make sure you
understand RF loss through antenna cable.

9

What about FCC licensing and the
Geolocation Database? Is this something our church should look into?

Winkler: This is a database where licensed
and unlicensed users can register their
wireless mic frequencies to prevent interference from ‘super wi-fi’ TV band devices. In
the future, this protection may be available
only to licensed users, although the FCC is
planning to expand licensing eligibility to
cover other users besides broadcast and
film production.
Stoffo: I would recommend that larger
churches get a Part 74 license now that the

FCC has expanded eligibility. Without it, the
church will be restricted to a small, predetermined portion of the UHF spectrum.
Brunner: Geolocation databases are becoming increasingly important to all users.
To that end, Shure has now linked its Frequency Finder program to Keybridge Global,
one of the FCC-sanctioned geolocation
database services. Registration on the database will tell the TV-band consumer devices
where they are free to transmit, and if so
on what frequencies. Also, the database will
hold all the critical information through the
coming transition. It is the ‘air traffic control’ for both the VHF and UHF bands.

10

Our church now has wireless
systems operating in the 600
MHz band. Will we have to replace
them, and how long will we have to do it?
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It is premature at this point for anybody operating systems
in the 600 MHz band to think about retiring the gear.
Ciaudelli: The FCC will allow wireless mics
to operate in the auction spectrum through
the transition period, now scheduled as
39 months after the incentive auction.
However, some broadband operators may
commence operation before the end of the
transition, making some channels unusable,
perhaps by the end of 2016. Fines may be
levied for operating in the auctioned frequencies, but only after commencement of
service by the new licensee, which will be
indicated in the white space database.
Brunner: Exact cut-off dates for
operating wireless mics are still
under discussion, and wireless
microphone makers are arguing for
the longest possible transition time.
That’s why it is premature at this
point for anybody operating

systems in the 600 MHz band to think about
retiring the gear. Planning ahead is prudent,
but as of now there is no set date when all
600 MHz systems must cease operation.
BRUCE BORGERSON is proprietor of Technical & Strategic Communications and audio director at the First
United Methodist Church in Ashland, Ore., where all wireless systems but one operate outside the 600 MHz band.

The new System 10 Pro wireless system from
Audio-Technica operates in the 2.4 GHz range,
keeping it free from TV interference and the uncertain regulatory future facing TV bands. Receiver
units can be operated locally within a rack-mount chassis or
mounted remotely up to 300 feet away and connected via
Ethernet cable. This increases the versatility of the system
without the expense of an antenna distributor and cables.
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